CALL FOR WORKSHOP PAPERS

The 30th IEEE International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC 2019) will be held in Istanbul, Turkey, on 8 – 11 September 2019. The conference program will include workshops and tutorials on Sunday, 8 September. Prospective authors are encouraged to submit their papers to the following workshops.

**W1: Workshop on Full-Duplex Technologies for Next-Generation Wireless Communications**

**W2: Second Workshop on Energy Harvesting Communication networks**

**W3: First Int. Workshop on Enabling Technologies for TeraHertz Communications**

**W4: Workshop on Machine Learning for Security and Cryptography**

**W5: Workshop on Radio Access Network Slicing for 5G and Beyond**

**W6: Second Int. Workshop on IoT Enabling Technologies in Healthcare**

**W7: Second Int. Workshop on Time-Critical Cyber Physical Systems**

**W8: First Int. Workshop on Internet of Mobile Things**

Papers should be written in English with a maximum paper length of six (6) printed pages (10-point font) including figures without incurring any page charges. One additional page is permitted with an overlength page charge of USD100. Papers exceeding 7 pages will not be accepted on EDAS. Accepted papers will be published in the *PIMRC 2019 Workshops Proceedings*, and the papers presented by an author at the workshops will be submitted to IEEE Xplore.

**Key Dates:**
- Deadline for workshop paper submission: **15 April 2019**
- Paper Acceptance Notification: **21 June 2019**
- Final workshop papers due: **5 July 2019**

For any additional information, contact the Workshops Chairs:

Angeliki Alexiou, University of Piraeus (aalexiou@ieee.org)
Ozgur B. Akan, Cambridge University (oba21@cam.ac.uk).